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d402 front

d402 rear
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1362327

‘The Dunlop Harley-Davidson Tire Series’ D402 
Touring Tires
•	 Only	tire	approved	by	Harley-Davidson	for	its	touring	bikes
•	 Three-ply	polyester	casing	with	two	fiberglass	belts	for	greater	

load  carrying capability and stability
•	 Offset	center	groove	improves	confidence	over	rain	grooves	and	

steel  grated bridges
•	 Computer	optimized	tread	pattern	reduces	cupping	for	even	tread-

wear
•	 Features	serrated	sidewalls	with	Harley-Davidson	and	Dunlop	imprint-

ed in ‘Raised Black Letters’

Front Tires
1362319 MT90HB	x	16"	Raised	black	letter
1362327 MT90HB	x	16"	Narrow	whitewall
1366141 MT90HB	x	16"	Wide	whitewall
1362431 MH90H	x	21"	Raised	black	letter

Rear Tires
1362332 MU85HB x 16" Raised black letter
1362333 MU85HB x 16" Narrow whitewall
1362330 MU85HB x 16" Wide whitewall
1362322 MT90HB	x	16"	Raised	black	letter
1362329 MT90HB	x	16"	Narrow	whitewall
1366142 MT90HB	x	16"	Wide	whitewall

‘The Dunlop Harley-Davidson Tire Series’ D401 Elite 
S/T Tires
The only tire approved by Harley-Davidson for both its sport (except for 
those fitted with the Dunlop K591 as Original Equipment) and cruiser 
models. It employs an advanced tread pattern and compound for out-
standing grip in wet or dry weather while delivering long life. Features 
serrated sidewalls with Harley-Davidson and Dunlop imprinted in ‘Raised 
Black Letters.’

Front Tires
1366143 90/90H	x	19"	Raised	black	letter
1362025 100/90H	x	19"	Raised	black	letter

Rear Tires
1362191 130/90H	x	16"	Raised	black	letter
1366144 150/80HB	x	16"	Raised	black	letter
1361275 200/55VR	x	17"	Raised	black	letter

‘The Dunlop Harley-Davidson Tire Series’ K591 Elite 
Tires
Originally designed for racing but now incorporating refinements to 
meet the demands of sport and sport-touring enthusiasts. The K591 is 
approved for sport models and carries a V-speed rating. The directional 
tread pattern with improved tread compounds delivers optimum grip in 
wet or dry weather for confident cornering as well as long life. Features 
serrated sidewalls with Dunlop and Harley-Davidson imprinted in ‘Raised 
Black Letters.’
Note: Check clearances when going larger than stock sizes.

Front Tire
1361914 100/90V	x	19"	Raised	black	letter

Rear Tires
1361861 130/90V	x	16"	Raised	black	letter
1361869 150/80VB	x	16"	Raised	black	letter
1363825 160/70VB	x	17"	Raised	black	letter

1362329

•	 Never mix radials with non radials. Never fit a tube in a radial tire, nor fit a radial on a rim 

requiring a tube.

•	 The letters S, H, V and Z included in the size markings of some street tires are speed ratings 

recognized by the European Tire and Rim Organization and Japanese Industry Standard. The 

ratings are assigned based upon controlled indoor wheel testing. The manufacturer does 

not recommend the use of any tire in excess of legal speed limits.

•	 Inflated section width is not the tread width. Sectional width is the width of the tire mea-

sured from sidewall to sidewall at the widest point.

•	 Metric sized sport tires do not have the same load capacity as alpha-numeric touring tires 

and should not be used for the same service.

IMPORTANT DUNLOP SAFETY INFORMATION


